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I.    Introduction 

The work of Documentation Incorporated in the logical analysis 

oi' information systems has led to the threshold of a wholly new deTelop- 

sent in the organization and utilisation of information systems, as- 

oecially Bunh systems as are the baai* of intelligence activities and 

military operations.    We i;ow see the possibility of introducing into 

any system of information not only a method for the rapid and somamm 

hensive indexing of such information, but also s. means of searching the 

eyetem from any point of entry for all the ideas in it which are factually 

associated with one another. 

The slfmJi'icar.ca of this possibility can beat be indicated by the 

following s^tement taken from Dr. V-riTievai- Bush's prophetic article, 

MA3 We Kay Think"t 

Tho real heart of the matter of selection, hoe-ever, goes 
deeper than a lag in the adoption of mechanisms by libraries, 
or a lack oi development of devices tor X,tv>j.x  use. Our in- 
optitude in getting at the rocord is largely caused by ths 
orfiflilolUu   ,\F    «„nf».a    -*    J-. ,4 „,..<_ _ yi—_    j»*_    _ *• k —»   p*<£>afe«kWX«*M.2>V^      w^      uj ^ «.,*..w     -.>.*.     d.tiuu^^i.d^v njinn    k'AVli    \>x     CMAjr     "Z\JX  V 

are placed in storage, they are filed alphabetically or 
numerically, and information is found (when it is) by trac- 
ifis it down from subclass to subclass-. It can be in cr.ly 
one place, unless duplicates are usedj one has to have rules 
«,<* to which path will locate it, and the rules are cumbersome, 
Having xoond o«s itGm, »«i'du»ei t Cw« has to emerge from the 
system and re-onter on a new path* The human mind does not 
work Lhat. way. It operates by association •>•• Man cannot hope 

u 
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fully Co duplicate this r.?er.tal process artificiallyj but- he 
certainly ought to be oblo to learn from it. In ainor ways 
he may even improve, for his records have relative permanency. 
The first idea, however, to to drawn from ths analogy concerns 
selection. 5alection by_ association, rathe.- than by_ indexing,, 
may yet be mechanized. Ore cannot Hope thus to equal the speed 
and FioxfailiI-y wTtTT'whicnTthe mind' foTlows an a300clat£ve trail, 
but it should be po33ible~tb beat The mincfdeciiTyely in regar3T 
to' the permanence and cTarIt"y of the items resurrected Trom 
sTcraget 

In organizing a body ox information we need be abl» net only to 

recover material indexed uiider any heading by searching under that head- 

ing, but also to trace all the ideas associated with the heading with 

which we start through the total systeu. This involves what Charles 

Bernier has called the "coincidence of pertinent vocabularies" He sayst 

"In ray opinion, the problem of bringing pertinent vocabularies 

into coincidence is the crucial one fcr all documentation systems 

whether operated by classifications, indexes, or machines. The 

system must display its vocabulary for selection. For the field 

of chemistry, this vocabulary ±r-  so enormous arsd is growing so 

rapidly that ia impossible because of limitations of time and 

eyesight to read all of the t-enss for tfca purpose of niaicing 

th» proper and complete selection. To facilitate selection; 

indexes give users CiOSS references and display suggestive and 

nev t«iiaei in the modifications under i'leadings. The searchers 

aid in bringing their vocabularies ifit-0 coincidence by courses 

of study, textbooks, reference works, revievi, monographs, 

dictionaries, current literature, indexes, and tb9 like. 



At, Present, the process oi bringing vocabularies into coincidence 

for broad, [•c-nerJc scorch-?* i3 probably the slowest of all pro- 

cesses i n the uoe of documentation systems, The i'«p-irtant poir^ 

to note is that all documentation systems, including mechanised, 

ones, are faced with this problem of bringing pertinent vocabu- 

laries into coincidence and that if coincidence is not effected 

then significant information is certain to be missed-. Diffi- 

culties with broad generic searches, formerly attributed by eo<ue 

of as interested in mechanisation solely to indexes, ara. in 

reality, caused by the difficulties of bringing vocab\ilerles 

2 
into coincidence." 

The tracing of such "coincidences" or associations is whit is 

usually meant by browsing* In card catalogs and bcoic indexes such 

browsing is possible, but haphazard. In machine indexing sysvams as 

hitherto envisioned, it has not r-  en been possible. 

Suppose in studying a landing operation at Beucft 2, vs began vith 

ideas relating to "landing craft," "off-shore support," and "distance 

from base*** Tn an ordinary index ws could lock up information under any 

one or all of thes^ headings in turn} in a coordinate index «>8 *>iii be 

explained later, we could go further and search for information having 

specific reference to the combination er logical conjunction of the 

three headings. 

What is proposed here is the construction of a system o»" associations 

whereby starting with a few iueas there will be disclosod to the searcher 

all other ideas in the system associated with those rfith which ho begins 

his search. That in, beginning with the inxtte iueua above, the system 

"Charles Bernier, "Organising abstract Informationn, unpublished papsr 
read before American Documentation Institute, November 6. 19S'3. 
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would disclose the associated ideas of supply,  tida, meteorological 

conditions,  geological formation of boach,  slope of beach,  etc.    Jt 

is believed thai,  tracing such associations through a system, of idea" 

oan be mechanized,  and that this sill introduce a radically shortened 

time dimension and assurance of completeness in the analysis and evaluation 

of any information search or inteilLgence or operational situation. 

The ifflporLance of this development for operations research, which 

has been defined as n .--elated research", cannot be oynr-eraphasizod. In 

more narrow and restricted fields of inquiry, the retrieval of stored 

inforwatiovi oy searching under specified discreei- index headings nxay 

be adequate; but the very nature of operational research makes it both 

uBaiiabld and necessary tc bs abls to TS.CS^ freely and rapidly through 

eets of «9n"cia4.ed ideas* 

In order to clarify fully ths aignificance of this possil    .ity 

and its promiisa 01  taxing possible lor ^ne J?irat  LXJOO   tiio   tiuly economic 

and efficient machine manipulation of a total system of ideas in intelli- 

gence and op»rational analysis, it is nocessary to present an account 

of the developments in both theory and practice which have led up to it» 

Uniterm System of ooox-dlnatfj Indexing 

Inn imitwrm system of uourdiriiito i.iaXiiXi.ii^ ss^s aevelopsd by Docu- 

mentation Incorporated under a contract with u IVnort-went of Defense 

agency,  and applications of this system are now being used in a number 

[teSearch.    It was  the successful application oi' logical analytical 
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methods to T,he n«*oKLem of size, completenessi and affioisnc/ of any 

index which indicated the possibility of uaing the*as methods to go beyond 

the indexing of information and into the hitherto unexplored field of 

the mechanical association of ideas. No machine now avaii&bie can 

manipulate efficiently the number of actual distinct items of inferaation 

in any large technical or intelligence library. But if logical analysis 

is first employed to reduce such itssa of infcreation to the relitirely 

small set of unit ideas, their manipulation - their association, dis- 

a3sociati-->n and reassocis-.tion by machines - becomes a practical and 

exciting possibility. 

Tha usual indexing in previous systems is by means of p combination 

of words which can be arranged intsmHily many different- vnys &nH, con- 

sequsntlj, requires listing in many different places. In principle, any 

two-word index heading can be arranged and listed in two ways; any three- 

word heading requires for completeness six arrangements and sis: listings} 

any four-word heading, ?h  permutationaj any five-word heading, 120. The 

mathematical law which describes the total pussibl^ arrangements and 

listings is nn factorial-. 

The most generally employed method of limiting the else of any 

index ii? to limit by convontion the permutations. (?«>*« references or 

multiple filir.^C/ of tho muiiia in Liitj headings, nowover necessary as 

practical ssusures, the conventions or rulea which limit ths size of 

any given index a'jr-o  limit its usefulness* Hence, any indexer using 

standard methods must <;eek on scccptnble compromise between cost and utility. 
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The Uniterm system of coordinate Indexing rsou3v«s this dilemma 

by analyzing the subject material ini-'j « bacic vocabulary and providing 

"earn* fur coordinating the clemcr.ts of the vocabulary into any apecifie 

combination desired. No term in the system ±B  repeated mofe than once 

rcp&rdlees  of the number of ether verms with which it may be: combined 

or the order of such combinations. Through this method; the indexing 

apparatus to aiiy collection of reference materials can be rsducad from 

50 to 90 per cent in bulk and made more efficient as bibliographical 

and reference tools. 

The technical advantages 01 the Uniterm system can be summarited 

as follows: 

1« Kvory term in the Uniterm system is a filing term or access 
,. ..» — *. 
MUJ lib* 

<• Since there ^re ,io subdivisions. =very UJ»... In the Uniterm 
Eastern is on equal footing with every othar and can be the 
subject of a complete search. It is impossible in any 
standard index to snake a complete search of reference material 
under any heading which has been used aa a subdivision* 

3. All "soe" references whi^h ire required in a standard 
system by virtue of the ord<sr of words in index heading" 
are eliminated. 

i;« All "see •lao" references from general to specific sub- 
jects ars eliminated. 

5. The subjective choice of the indexcr between possible pennu- 
tations of multiple-term desci*! ntiona is eliminated. 

OB    Since every iic~ in the Uniterm systSSI is a filing word and 
each term in the system appears only once *s a filing word; 
any need for searching for the "proper subdivision" in the 
proper phrase ie eliminated. 
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II. The Logic of Association of Ideas and its Mechanj station 

When a document is Indexed under the Uniterm System the subject, 

material is analyzed in the basic units 01 ianrn>.".£;« which «re required 

to retrieve the subject content, Each Uniterm represents one of the 

ideas about which there is poeitive information in the document. The 

tot?u number of terms b> which the document is indexed represent* ths 

positive associations wf these taaic ideas or in other ter;r.s "the positive 

Boolean conjunctive "unctions," 

As A large system of information is analyzed into Uniterns, thers 

will be many terms gencratad from the duuunauts of the system. Since 

some of the reports or other documents will be on the same subjects or 

otherwise related to one another, their Uniterras or unit ideas will 

themselves be a?sociated. However* net ail of the Uniterms in the 

vocabulary of the system will be related nor will all the possible 

cor.bin?.tioii"? of Unit«rjna yield positive valid function:!* 

•Suppose, for example, that in a particular coordinate index, in" 

formation is stored under the following termst 

carriers 
ran ye 
fire pr-ser 
fuel simply 
railroads 

In such s  system, there might also be valid information unu^r the 

combination, "carriers - range » fire power - fuel supply," and under 

the combination "railroads « fuel supply - rangn-" But it is not xikely 

that there would be information under the combinations "railroads - fue3 
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ruppiy - fire power" or "carriers •* range - Railroad*;." The. c^mbinationo - 

or associations of idcat> - which yield valid information c^n b*> considered 

"positive Boolean con^«yvtivo functions»" whereas ihoso combinations • :sJch 

are possible in any riystem but which do not yield Information can be con- 

sidered empty functions* 

In any system of "n" terms, the total number of conjunctive functions 

or possibi 3 associations of ideas J-5 equal to 2 — La It can be seen that 

with a s.ystem of a thousand terms or more the number of possible associations 

or conjunctive functions la very, very large. On the other hand, the 

number of associations which yield information will only bn  a tiny fraction 

of the total number of possible functions or associations of ideas. For 

example, suppose in any system of a thousand ideas, no association yield- 

ing information contained more than ten ideas, it would fellow that add- 

ing the 11th idea to any combination of 10 would result in any orapfcy 

function or an association of ideas which would not lead to Information* 

Therefore, th« positive associations ar«j small fraction of the possible 

a&aociationa in ths system. This means, further, that the machine search- 

ing cf any system of ideas for the positive associations can be a rapid 

self-limiting end self-converging process. 

i 
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Dictionary of (Lsoeclations 

There ar* g&njr ways to record f-0.uincl.iv5 functions or associations 

of idsas ranging from simple notched or punched cards to compiiciit^d 

electronic computing machines. F~rt of oxg.  .rc-rk is the next year vill 

consist in deuidang on the oest mechanism to tra-.ie sny association of 

ideas through s properly organised system of information. The inst-tTSScnt 

for such A search would be, lr affect, a mechanised dictionary of as- 

sociated ideas. 

In order to see how such a dictionary might operate%  consider the 

following simple example taken from Phillip Mom'O "MethcdB of Operations 
m 

Research.." Mores points cut that in d:ibcus6ions> of the desirability of 

providing merchant ships with antiaircraft guns, the decision seemed to 

rest on the number of planes shot down by anr«d merchant ships. Ac- 

cording to Horse, "It took an operations research worker to point out 

that, evun though the enemy planes were not shot devm, the antiaircraft 

guns were valuable because they decreased the accuracy of the enemy 

planes enough to lessen the chance that the tterch&nt vessel be sucks 

Or.o would expect that if the relevant- ir.fcrmation had been properly in- 

dexed Or associated 5l3 th* dictionary, a sswreh of the dictionary would 

nave yielded thu aee«s3sry ---•"•tlonsl parameters or  asnoclated id^ds - 

beginning with eny one of the ideas, namely, "accuracy oi bombing" and 

If i--l„      ~i* m 1      e.1—I —.—       *  -      ,.^_~J      a»U<4 «*«.      «...-«;,      W»     nniini>      .i-l ,./.».oJ'f       H 

Such a system of associations *ould reject not only empty functions 

out all associations which are only partial expressions of more complete 

and specific associations, For example, beginning with the tsraa "A" HDwi 

•'Horse, Philip M. and Kiaibftli, (joorg*» Methods of Operations Researcr, 
1 Qm . r..6« 
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Our next report will contain an account of our method of arriving at a 
figure for the noxi,:u^ <ind sininrom -amber of positive functions in sriy 
>\yu tdiE of informs tloKe 

11 
= 10 - I] 

I 
I 

tho dic-.ionar.v  might, disclose: j 
i 

A D F 

A D M N P ! 
i 

ABHORS 

A D 0 II S T  U 
I 

It o&n be SMen iiuia t.«6 example above i-riK "A D M" is » partial association 

of the two more complots functions or associations "A D M N Pn, "AD M 0 P. Sw« 

dy using th« relation of logical alturnation in the Uniterm sy:sY.em, we can 

Cx-35.tr the association "A u M and (NT or- QRS)B. Going still further, by 

using negative relations, e.g., the requirement that nR" not be associated 

in the desired complex, we eliminate *A D M 0 R S" and are left with a 

_ jigle association "A D M N P". 

In the example used above, the ideas associated with AD are presented 

in tabular form as might be the case with a printed dictionary* However, 

a printed dictionary ci w^ocictions for svsn a medium sized system of 

information would be too large zr.d  too complicated for convenient use. 
- 

For example, a system of 5000 terms used to analyse $0,000 documents 

might generate close to 500,000 different positive associations. 

Whereas this is a Small number as compared with the billions and billions 

of  ssibie functions, it is still too large to bo displayed in « standard 

printed book* What is required is a method of showing only the basic 

oi the basic vocabulary on demand. 
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Twus- ths Kaeic concept prawned nom a.= v;*i. «. KI ,.~ ......—•.•>._. 

permanent aemory in the fow of a mechanised dictior^ry nt MMciaticns 

or "pertinent ooinolfeMM"  of all the trails of ld»as whioh hare b**n 

..... ,_.„ ^w„ -y-ii-a hy aftar wool..   This tas.-ciativt Reraory than deer 

not depend on baring these pecpie awllabl. Tor a problem and does not 

Lose information «h«n personnel lew.    M com putting the idsa. into 

the machine properly presents .any problems which .ill te studied, 

The Mechanical Dictionary *&L »»* creat* M^ooiaticM mhich hay, 

not been prariouily recorded any more than teeming in an inde* result. 

in the .ii.ooT.ry of unindaawi o-abinationo.    But it «U1, M Dr. Bush 

suggest, "beat the mind dfcisirsly in ragard to the permanence and 

clsuit./ of tha it^ss rcsaur*c^ed from storage*'* 
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III,  Prorren' to he Follovad 

In order to g-st an ides of the magnitude of the jjrohlem of generating 

the Dictionary of Associations, we ar* currently examining the second 

level associations in ft Uniterm Index to & part of tne Armed Services 

Technical Information Agency collection. TI»>M     ~~,'action which em- 

braces ell fields of technology and is representative of a broad range 

of associations?* We are Also studying the Record ieT«I associations in 

a collection ceing compiled undsf the 0NR-i3uA.er program for aircraft in- 

strumontation. This includes tne relatively narrow field of instrumen- 

tation, data presentation and nuiian engineering as applied to airborns 

equipment. Thus, the ideas in this collection should be inherently 

associated^ The results o*~ thess inve?r.igat:iotia will be presented in 

the next report. 

From x.he empirical studies of an actual set of associations in these 

fields, it seems possible to determine the upper end lower limits for 

the number of positive fur.-tions in an actual system. 

When the number of asjoeiaticrs has ^een established, It will be 

possible to study the problems involved In setting such a system into 

operation in any given collection. It will aj.»o be posaibl? %0  deter- 

mine the magnitude of the problems of mechanisation and presentation of 

the asscctationo. 
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